
7.8 magnitude earthquake hits – Strongest ground acceleration ever
recorded in NZ
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10 major slip sites in the north only consisting

Pre quake traffic numbers :
SH1: 2000 vehicles per day on average, 650 heavy vehicles per day
Alt route: 2000 vehicles per day and 350 heavy vehicles per day – POST QUAKE: 2X
more vehicles per day 3X more heavy vehicles per day

RAIL: 1 million tonnes of freight per year – 2,740 tonnes per day on
average > ZERO post quake
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Early on, some ambitious targets were set – they became key milestones in the
recovery – Setting the scene and common goals for our partnership.
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NZTA and KiwiRail have been fully intertwined throughout the rebuild.

One decision taken meant it impacted the other agency – every decision had to be
weighed carefully.

Joint asset sessions: First time there had to be KR, NZTA and NCTIR in the same room
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Early on discussion: Which of the road or rail could be opened the fastest without having
any negative impact on the other. It was identified early on that opening the rail would
benefit the road

Opening the rail: Benefits for the wider transport network in the upper South Island –
loaded with traffic : 2000 trucks taken out the Alt Route between Picton and
Christchurch - easing congestion on the roads

Milestones for KR:
- First freight train from south in June (40% of work completed by May)
- Final weld August 8th – the whole MNL was reconnected
- First freight from north Sept – but because of torrential rain – freight at night

wasback in November
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Reopening the Main North Line railway early was critical for the rebuild of State
Highway 1

Work trains were useful for the reconstruction of the transport corridor – by carrying
machinery materials and work crew to and from work sites they assisted with efforts
to reopen State Highway 1.
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Planning, designing and building debris flow bridges was a joint effort

2 rail bridges were built first, then the 3 road bridges and 1 rail bridge still to come
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Rail helped the road by moving concrete blocks by train with 20 wagons
each carrying 40 tonnes of concrete blocks – instead of 6 blocks at a time
by truck – each block weighs 5 tonnes
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The slope above the tunnel fully unloaded, mesh applied on the face of the slope, and
slope stabilisation 100% complete in November 2017.

116 anchors installed and grouted with 1750 tonnes of cement outside of the tunnel.

At this area – good collaboration enabled road and rail work to happen simultaneously
during a planned temporary closure of SH1 south of Kaikoura. Instead of two separate
road closures – impacting residents
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Slip 29a at Rosy Morn in the south is a key example of successful partnership  - what
would usually take months to decide only took days :

The realignement of the rail onto the existing road alignment was decided very quickly
Road was then re-aligned

Road crew assisted the rail track building to bring and place ballast along this section:
plant was shared.
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Throughout the project – we worked together to support a ZERO HARM culture.
Proactively working safely in a sustainable environment

Working around a LIVE CORRIDOR – We need to work together to train our teams to
protect themselves and plant – Rule 902

Safety is also one of the reasons (but not the only one) freight trains have been
running at limited capacity (2 trains at night) – AT NIGHT only – to also enable the road
crew to get on with the job and not have to stop too often during daylight hours in
order to let a train pass.
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Any questions ?

If not – we can watch some more images
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Some photos of Cyclone Gita who reminded us a couple of weeks ago that we need to
continue to work together to keep the network running, through the good and bad
times!
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Debris flow bridge A
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Debris flow bridge – slightly too big a mud slip to handle
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The largest slip created by Gita – 200,000m3 at Jacob’s ladder south of Kaikoura
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